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“CG-2 SLOPES STABILISATION ”
PONT DE MEREIG, (ANDORRA)

Rockfall Protection
Products: STEELGRID HR 30 PVC, DT MESH 8X10 - 16 PVC
Problem
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During widening and rectification works of the CG2 road in
Andorra, the need of stabilise and reinforce some of the
adjacent road slopes arises. In particular, reinforcement
measures are proposed for a 190 m length section; from PK
0+530 until PK 0 +720.
Slopes submit an irregular morphology and its discontinuity
appearance is variable all along its length, being more
accused in its upper half. Geologically speaking this slopes
are constituted of strong foliated shales, which locally present
substantial alterations shaped in iron sulfides. From a
geotechnical point of view this is a very plastic and
incompetent material that ease enormously earth instabilities.

Solution

In this context is necessary raising a proposal of stabilisation
that ensures the contention of instable blocks as well as it
improves the slope superficial stability. Furthermore, the
proposal solution will fulfil with UNE EN 10223-3 standard for
high aggressively environments (high mountain region with
presence of sulfides).
The placement of a flexible system by means of our SteelGrid
HR 30 PVC membrane is proposed. With the aid of the
MACAFERRI software MACRO 1, we determine that this
membrane, together with a bolt grid with a pattern of 4x2
metres (horizontal spacing, vertical spacing) complies with the
ultimate limit state as well as serviceability, and has a bearing
capacity that exceeds 30 kN/m2 (which was a project
requirement). In those areas where the stabilisation by means
of a flexible system is not necessary, a Double Twisted wire
mesh 8x10 - 16 with a PVC polymeric coating will be placed.
The geocomposite SteelGrid HR 30 PVC is a composite of
double twisted steel wire hexagonal mesh with high tensile
strength steel cables, woven into the mesh during the
manufacturing process. This geocomposite has a tensile
strength resistance of 119 kN/m and is characterized to
provide a high resistance at a very low deformation.
The high level corrosion protection for the steel wire mesh
(Class A Zn90-Al10% Galvanised and PVC coating), makes
the Steelgrid® HR PVC System ideal for use in
environments ranging from near-coastal regions and splash
zones to high alpine areas.

Slope view before stabilisation.

Slope view after stabilisation.
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Products:
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Installation date:
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Slope view after stabilisation.
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